Staff Handbook:

Student Uniform & Grooming

Uniform Regulations: (whilst at school and coming to and from the college)
Summer:
Shirt
Shorts
Shoes/
Sandals

Caps/Hats

Formal:
Blazer
Shirt
Tie
Trousers

Shoes
Socks
Jacket
Belt

College pale blue polo shirt (no visible t-shirts, singlets or polyprops/thermals to
be worn underneath)
College shorts
Black leather dress shoes with regulation College socks
OR Brown leather sandals that have not been deliberately altered (no jandals,
sports shoes or slides to be worn unless permission given by Dean or Assistant
Rector Pastoral)
Only College endorsed (crest/logo) caps/hats to be worn. - to be removed during
prayer, in Chapel and Assemblies.

College Blazer
White long-sleeved button-up shirt
College blue & white striped tie. Year 13s may wear the Year 13 tie. Recipients
Of Academic ties may wear the Academic tie.
College trousers (no track pants, chinos, jeans or casual pants) for seniors,
College shorts OR trousers for Year 9 & 10. Seniors must wear trousers on
formal occasions.
Black leather shoes with a heel that will take a shine (no sports shoes, boots or
casual shoes)
College socks only
Official College endorsed jackets only
Black only

Winter:
Jersey

Vest
Scarves/
Beanies

Winter Uniform is as for Formal, as outlined above, however boys can wear the
College Jersey (Navy blue long sleeved jersey with College crest) instead of the
Blazer.
Year 13s ONLY may wear the College Vest.
Only College endorsed (crest/logo) scarves and beanies are to be worn, and only
during Term 2 and 3. - to be removed during prayer, in Chapel and Assemblies.

No hoodies/sweatshirts are to be worn at any time during school hours.
This includes hoodies/sweatshirts for college sports teams.
If it is necessary for a student to wear a non-uniform item for a short period of time they
must give a written note to their Dean. They will sign it and return it to the student to
carry with him. The tutor teacher should follow up with parents/caregivers if the student
is not back in full uniform within 2 days.

Grooming Regulations:
Hair:
Hair is to be tidy, not cover a student’s eyes and off-the-collar. Long hair should be tied back so
as to be off-the-collar and not covering the student’s face. Hair should be of a natural colour.
Extreme styles (including, but not limited to shaved heads, coloured hair, mullets, dreadlocks,
rats-tails etc) are not permitted.
Boys should be cleanly shaven (no facial hair at all). Sideburns should not extend beyond the
bottom of the ear-lobe.
Hair product should be not be excessively used.
Eyebrows should not be shaved.
Boys should be given a reminder of the grooming regulations and asked to comply with
them by the following day. If a haircut is required they may be given 2 - 3 days to
organise it. If they haven’t attended to the grooming matter by the next day refer them to
the Dean in the first instance.
Jewellery:
Boys may wear one necklace of cultural or religious significance as long as they are discrete
and can be worn safely. These items should be worn underneath the shirt, not as fashion
accessories.
Students may wear one sports band which supports a bona-fide cause or is classified as a
fitness band. Decorative bands/bracelets are not to be worn on either the wrist or ankle.
No earrings or other visible piercings are to be worn while in school uniform.
Boys should be given a reminder of the grooming regulations and asked to remove the
non-regulation item/s. If they are wearing the item/s again the following day refer them to
the Dean in the first instance.

